November 4th, 2020

ORIENT STAR a perfect accessory for any style introduces new
colours and case design for its Semi Skeleton model
ORIENT STAR has added the Semi Skeleton ladies’ model to its Contemporary Collection.
Featuring a new case design and tasteful dial colours, its compact size will compliment any
outfit to enhance the wearer’s individual style.
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The new Semi Skeleton ladies model features a semi skeleton aperture at 9 o’clock,
revealing the inner workings of the mechanical movement. While ORIENT STAR’s Semi Skeleton
ladies’ models have previously belonged to its Classic Collection, the new models now form part
of the Contemporary Collection, reflecting today’s modern woman.
The 30-mm case guarantees an elegant fit on the wearer’s wrist with an attractive retro
modern cushion shape. The sharp lines of the lugs balance beautifully with the roundness of the
bezel. Inside the case is an in-house automatic movement with a 40-hour power reserve. The
unique semi skeleton design showing the watch mechanism on the dial, is framed by a motif
evoking the crescent moon gently illuminating the night sky. A diamond at 12 o’clock portrays a
glittering star in the night sky, while the multiple facets of the triangular index markers add
further sparkle and elegance.
The eye-catching dial colours - warm tones of the champagne, Bordeaux, and pink - are easy
to co-ordinate and accentuate the wrist beautifully to suit any occasion. In particular, the
sophisticated Bordeaux colour on the dial, provides a perfect complement to any autumn or
winter outfit.

RE-ND0101S

RE-ND0102R

RE-ND0103N

About ORIENT STAR
Established in Japan in 1951, ORIENT STAR originates from a desire to create a mechanical
watch that would become a “brightly shining star” in every aspect, from its design and
movements to its manufacture and assembly. Drawing on traditional watchmaking skills and the
latest in-house integrated design and manufacturing competencies, the brand has continued to
create timeless pieces such as the mechanical movements of the 46-F7 series. The delicate
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details, sophisticated designs and fine intricacies of these high-quality masterpieces attract the
attention of watch connoisseurs from all over the world.

― Product Specifications ―
Collection

Contemporary

Series name

Semi Skeleton

Reference

RE-ND0101S

RE-ND0102R

RE-ND0103N

Movement

Automatic (with hand winding) mechanical in-house caliber 55C22 made in Japan

Power reserve

40 hours

Accuracy

＋40 seconds ～ －30 seconds per day

Case material

Stainless steel

(colour)

(Rose gold plated bezel)

Stainless steel

Case size

30.0 mm / thickness 10.2 mm

Glass

Front: sapphire crystal (AR (anti-reflective) coating), back: crystal glass

Strap

Colour of dial
Other features

Stainless steel (SUS316L) / butterfly deployant buckle with
push button / width 14 mm
Champagne

Bordeaux

Leather / trifold deployant

buckle with push button /
width 14 mm
Pink

Water resistance to 5 bar, 20 jewels, 1 diamond, see-through exhibition case back
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